How do you win at an unfair game?

By stacking the deck
in your favor.
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Meet Hook Point:
helping brands break the rules
in the game of marketing.
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The traditional approaches are now obsolete. One
hundred years of marketing thoughts are gone. Alternative
approaches aren’t a novelty. They are all we’ve got left.
Seth Godin, entrepreneur, best-selling author, and speaker

We need to reinvent the way we market to consumers.
We need a new model. It does not exist. No one else
has one yet. But we need to get going now.
A.G. Lafley, former Chairman of the Board and CEO of Procter & Gamble

It’s no wonder these brands aren’t scaling. Their content
is missing the point, it’s only speaking to 10% of their
target audience and not stopping the scroll.
Brendan Kane, founder of Hook Point, international speaker, best-selling author of
One Million Followers and Hook Point.
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Marketing hasn’t really changed in 20 years...
And that’s a major problem.

Because the world changed
dramatically around it.
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In 2001 – pre-social media – it’s safe
to say there were less than 1 million
content creators on the planet
(including newspapers, magazines, TV and radio stations…)
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In 2021 there are 3.96 billion
content creators on the planet.

Every one of them is unique and valuable in their own way, creating 100
billion pieces of content everyday for the people they truly care about.
And now your marketing efforts are competing directly with all of them.
You’re competing with every Kim Kardashian, Gary V, Jimmy Fallon
Late Nite clip, every teen-aged influencer and their friends, and every
political rant on the planet for your audience’s attention.

That makes it very difficult to truly stand out.

This sucks for brands that are
trying to stand out and make waves.
After relying on traditional marketing tactics and media buys for
decades, brands are literally starting fire pits and burning money
trying to find ways to connect with their core audience.
Old methods simply aren’t working anymore.

Let’s take a deeper look...
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$110 billion will be
spent on social media
advertising in 2021.
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What we hear
from clients,
before our
work together:

We’re spending millions on marketing. Are we drastically pulling
ahead of our competition?
Do we have the right team and experience in house to beat out
our competition?
We’re one of the top companies in the world. Is our content and
advertising the best in the world?
If we don’t innovate our social strategy, will a young start up
come in and beat us, forcing a 9 or 10 figure acquisition?
Why are we investing millions on content and yet our average
engagement is less than 100 likes and 1 comment per post?

Let’s explore how we’re helping brands to overcome these challenges
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If you want to put something in orbit,
you have to reach escape velocity…

If you want to market your product in today’s world,
you have to overcome the billion competing messages
sent out every day.
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The Hook Point Formula
This is how we engineer success for brands.

Grab
Attention
Without attention,
you get lost in the noise

+

Hold
Attention
Attention without substance
has no value

+

Monetize
Attention

=

All the attention in the world means
nothing unless you monetize it

Successful
Marketing
at Scale

It isn’t easy, but it is simple
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So… what really is a Hook Point?

Hook Point

is a way of thinking,
a way of standing out,
a way of doing business.
It’s a lens for the world, a tool that allows brands
to break through the noise, to stand out, and to
monetize with clarity, intent, and purpose.
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We have used Hook Points to:
Generate 50+ billion views
and hundreds of millions of
followers online

Elevate musicians, athletes,
and influencers to become
global superstars

Set international records
for advertising and content
marketing campaigns

Innovate and redefine
marketing trends across
multiple industries

Generate hundreds of
millions in e-commerce
revenue

Launch major motion
pictures, leading to a billion
in revenue

Secure partnerships with
Fortune 100 corporations
Save tens of millions in
advertising spend
Raise millions in financing
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Viral Content
Engineering
Grabs the Attention

Successful
Marketing

The blueprint
to a successful
Hook Point
Business Innovation,
Ideation
Monetizes the Attention

Communication
Algorithm
Holds the Attention

The Hook Point blueprint
Business Innovation & Ideation

The Communication Algorithm

Viral Content Engineering

Brand amplification through social proof
and authority building

Effective subconscious communication
in digital marketing

Predictive viral content creation
methodology

Mogul Market Math: 5 step framework
used by Silicon Valley to achieve billion
dollar valuations

Analysis of consumer environmental
preferences

Proprietary research, ideation, analysis
and production framework

Research-backed algorithm for
understanding consumer psychological
needs, motivations, and distress
sequencing

Performance driver and pattern
identification process

Partnership identification and acquisition
framework
Persuasive technology: a model and
methodology for consumer behaviorfocused design

Internal marketing team communication
analysis: traits, strengths, weaknesses

Tailored strategies for exploiting social
algorithms

Communication data set used to power
NASA, Audi, PIXAR
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The Communication Algorithm

We find that most brands are
connecting with less than 30%
of their target audience...
So we turned marketing
communication into math.
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Communication = Math

Commonly used phrases, based on 1M+ individual assessments
Wow!

I like it!

Love it!

I hate it!

Fun 20%

Action 5%

Bottom line
Best shot

Enough talk

Make it happen

Awesome!

Go for it!

In my opinion...
I believe

We should...

Respect

Admiration

Value

Commitment

Trust

Dedication

Values 10%

Feelings 30%
I’m comfortable with...
I care

Happy

I love

Close

Need time to reflect

I think...

What options...

Wait for more direction

Does that mean...

Hold back

Easy pace

Own space
Don’t want to rock the boat

Imagination 10

%

Sad

Who/What/When/Where

Facts 25%

Information
Timeframes

Data

Imagine this scenario:

Your Marketing Director
Female
30-35 years old
High Income
Macy’s Shopper
Has Children
Married
University Educated

Your Customer
Female
30-35 years old
High Income
Macy’s Shopper
Has Children
Married
University Educated

They look the same on paper...
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...but these are their communication styles:

Your Marketing Director
Imagination
Values
Fun
Facts
Feelings
Actions

Your Customer
Action
Imagination
Facts
Values
Fun
Feelings

See the problem?
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The core problem
Most marketing is designed to best fit for how
the marketer creating it perceives the world,
instead of utilizing all 6 different ways that people
communicate and engage with the world.
Thus, they alienate a significant percentage of the
population, causing the marketing to fall flat.
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Our communication algorithm
provides tools to analyze:
Language
Environment
Personality
Motivational Triggers
Psychological Needs
Psychological Distress Sequences
So that your marketing will motivate, engage, and connect
with a majority of population.
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Instead of your
marketing communication
looking like this...

We help you make it
look like this.

Imagination

Imagination

Values

Values

Fun

Fun

Facts

Facts

Feelings

Feelings

Actions

Actions
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What we’ve
heard from
our clients:

We’ve had 68% growth since COVID started, a big part of that is because we
intentionally used the Communication Algorithm to reach out to the people
that we know are probably being affected the most, like the humor based and
the feeling based people who need that human interaction and fun.
Shawn Villalovos, Owner World Financial Group

After I took the core the Communication Algorithm training in 2012 I hit an
executive promotion and my income increased just shy of 300% in 2015. After
taking the advanced training in 2015 my business has done even better. I would
relate my business growth and my promotion to my use and knowledge of the
Communication Algorithm.

Rudy Lasry, Brand Office Supervisor Transamerica

After the Communication Algorithm Master Class and before I started my
individual Communication Algorithm training, I increased my revenue by 100k in
4 videos using the Communication Algorithm techniques I learned.
Ignacio Muñoz Campano aka Nacho
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Business Innovation and Ideation

What is a marketing budget?

Marketing
budgets

It’s a limit on how much you can spend.
That means it’s also a limit on how
much you can scale.
(Does that seem like an obvious problem to you?)
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We break the traditional mold of marketing
budgets, exchanging them with marketing
systems and frameworks that allow for

massive, profitable scale
in media buys.
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Imagine this instead:
If for every
bill you gave me, I gave you
What would you do?...
You’d give me as many

in return.

bills as possible!

Congratulations, you’ve escaped traditional budgets.
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We call this

Mogul Market Math
We have worked with and reverse engineered
Silicon Valley business models that have driven
massive growth over the past 10 years, allowing
business to amass valuations of billions in years
instead of decades.
From this, we have created a five step process
called Mogul Market Math that will set a solid
foundation for massive scale.
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For example, if motivation is low and you ask the consumer to fill
out a long form, it doesn’t matter how good the creative is, the
action won’t take place.
We use the Fogg Behavior Model, birthed out of the Persuasive
Technology lab at Stanford University, to design solutions for
customers at every state of motivation by applying just the right
amount of pressure.

High

Motivation

Even if your creative and marketing strategy are dialed in, they can
still fall flat if you don’t integrate the proper consumer journey that
matches their current motivational state.

Prompts
Succeed
Prompts
Fail

Low

The Billion Dollar Persuasive
Technology Model

Easy

Ability

Hard
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Viral Content Engineering
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In science, we leverage centuries of
trial and error, data, and experience
to guide our advancements.
In content, we discard millions of
data points and results just so that
we can be original.
Why?
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The “Common Sense” Model
This is what most brands use, and 99% of them fail on social media.

Brand
Guidelines

Creative
Ideation

Monthly/
Quarterly
Content Plan

Production
and Posting

Review
Results
Monthly/
Quarterly
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Why this doesn’t work
The model minimizes the impact of data on creative
The model doesn’t nurture opportunistic and agile creative output to
take advantage of what works now in the algorithms
The model is completely reactive: there is no process in place for
accountability, iteration, and growth based on granular results
The model makes success almost completely dependent on luck or
external factors due to the lack of emphasis on what matters most to
audiences—what they enjoy at scale—and instead focuses on brand
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The Predictive Viral Content Model
Merging creative with scientific methodology

Research

Creative & Data
Driven Analysis
& Hypothesis
Building

Highly Informed,
Data Driven
Ideation

Single Iteration
Production
Planning

Review Results
& Hypothesis
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Why this model works
The foundation of the model is research and built on what works for
audiences, rather than the creator’s affinities
Provides the clear and data-backed competitive analysis and pattern
recognition required for content breakthroughs
Data-informed ideation to avoid this common boardroom conversation:
“We have a room full of people with great ideas, but nothing is going viral”
Exponentially increases quality of ideation process, leading to equally
increased efficiency of production efforts and results
Extremely efficient learning allows for no wasted success and more
importantly, no wasted failures
Puts emphasis on learning and results over quantity of creative output
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This model has been used to generate
50 billion views and 100+ million followers
We’ve made it work for brands starting at stage one, with zero followers or views.
We’ve made it work for brands starting with millions of followers and views.
If it sounds obvious that mixing scientific process with creative process
would result in exponentially improved success… We agree.

But we know exactly how hard these strategies can be to develop and execute.
That’s why we lean on our experience crafting strategies like this to guide clients
in the right direction to achieve astronomical growth over time.
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How we help brands
develop their Hook Points

What we deliver for clients:
We architect a Hook Point strategy specific to their goals, challenges, competition and resources.

The tangibles

The intangibles

Assess (in-depth) the current business, creative and resources and
identify their gaps and weaknesses in standing out

We change the way you and your
team think and see marketing to
adapt to this new social world

Train the team on the Hook Point Formula: (not simultaneously)
document what we are covering in the training and what the end
result of the training for each. Match the training to the result
Strategy. Develop a plan of action on how to take the principals from
the training and integrate into the marketing plan to overcome the
current weaknesses identified in the business. Includes finding new
talent and resources if needed.

We change the way you show up
in the world
We change the way consumers
view you vs. how they view your
competitors

Advise. Oversee the execution as the team implements the strategy
and help them become good at it (it takes time and practice - we
developed these over 16 years) help as challenges and obstacles
arise as well.
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What impact does Hook Point have on ROI?
A properly executed Hook Point leads to massive brand growth.
We don’t approach marketing from the traditional (and usually transactional) incremental ROI perspective.
Instead, we help our clients to think bigger than they may have imagined possible.
In other words, we never think small. If you’re looking for small or incremental growth, Hook Point is not
the right for you.
Clients have generated hundreds of thousands all the way up to hundreds of millions in revenue with a
single Hook Point.
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If you don’t have a hook point,
you don’t have a chance.
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Track record
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case study

MTV
An iconic classic
turns to Hook Point
to reimagine brand,
relationships and talent
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MTV has been a market innovator for over three decades.
When it sought new ways to deepen its brand, talent and
relationships, we turned to Hook Points.
Created a strategic joint venture partnership with MTV
to help supply technology as a Hook Point. This helped
forge stronger business relationships with premiere talent,
including celebrities, musicians and athletes
Created a NBC/MTV joint venture for extreme sports
event business DewTour, a strategic relationship with
video game Rock Band, and a partnership with the media
company Vice
These technology Hook Points were also leveraged by
VH1, CMT and Comedy Central
The result allowed MTV to expand relationships for
monetization, growth and opportunities to scale
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case study

Yahoo
Content Engagement
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Brendan was presented by Yahoo with a challenge to
increasing content engagement, generating more traffic
and higher brand engagement
Optimized content marketing strategy, which was
developed using extensive A/B testing, data mining
and social algorithms to locate the highest-performing
demographic & psychographic profiles
Drastically higher engagement & traffic at a significantly
lower cost
It would have cost Yahoo $6,479,548 to reach the same
amount of traffic that we generated during the Q1’16
test for under $20k
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case study

Nordic
Naturals
A legacy supplement brand
expands its reach on social
platforms and marketplaces
with Hook Points
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Developed Hook Points to attract and increase audience while
preparing the company for large consumer behavior shift from offline
to online retail, and strengthened bonds and relationships with retail
and distribution partners.
Leveraged Hook Points for internal communication between
executives, employees, and contractors to restructure organizational
resources and maximize effort, which led to a dramatic increase in
overall revenue.
Built an entire content studio in Los Angeles for Nordic Naturals to
develop social Hook Point content to grow their brand, reach, and
revenue.
Developed strong Hook Points to aid in conversation with current
and future retail partners, including but not limited to Walgreens,
CVS, Sprouts, Rite Aid, Target, and Walmart. These Hook Points
differentiated Nordic Naturals from competitors to win new retail and
mass deals, and get better placement for their product on shelves.
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case study

Mindvalley
The leading transformational
educational company in the
world turns to Hook Points
to expand and grow.
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Helped train their internal social media and
communications department around effective use of Hook
Points and storytelling to drive massive growth in their
online audience, reach, and revenue.
Restructured their entire approach to online education in
regards to how they interact with the leading experts they
bring in to educate their marketplace.
Increased video views across the Mindvalley platform to 50
million+ views in a few short months while expanding the
position and presence of the company and its content to
an engaged global audience.
By leveraging Hook Points, we took their CEO’s Facebook
page from 500,000 followers to 2.3 million in a few months.
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case study

Strike Social
An upstart social
marketing brand rises
in a saturated market
through Hook Points
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We advised the company from its early stage of a few
employees managing $300,000 in media spend for their
clients to a multimillion dollar market leader.
Provided insight and strategy to restructure the company
for maximum performance and growth while creating
strong Hook Points to attract clients.
Increased media spend managed to $100 million in spend
in just a few short years while drawing top-level talent,
investors, and advisors, including major clientele such as
Disney, XBox, and Fox.
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case study

Taylor Swift
A global star harnesses
Hook Points to delight
and engage her
audience in a new way.
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MTV has been a market innovator for over three decades.
When it sought new ways to deepen its brand, talent and
relationships, we turned to Hook Points.
Built a platform to turn any Facebook page into a
personalized and customized Taylor Swift fan site instantly
and automatically as a Hook Point.
Fans engaged and expressed themselves in an exciting
new way, while Taylor tapped into new channels for
interaction and growth. Over 30,000 Taylor fan sites were
built in a few short months.
Our technology platforms also helped increase time spent
on Taylor’s from less than 45 seconds up to 26 minutes.
We also leveraged Hooks Points to help Taylor reach her
first-ever million dollar month in sales from her online store.
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Do I have to be a celebrity to work with Hook Point?
No.
We work with companies pre-revenue all the way up to $25 billion in annual
revenue across every industry vertical.
We believe in treating all clients the same.
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So fasten your seatbelt, lace up your shoes,
and click here to connect with us!
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